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Abstract 
Sufficient conditions for global stabilization of nonlinear systems with delayed 
input by means of approximate predictors are presented. An approximate 
predictor is a mapping which approximates the exact values of the stabilizing 
input for the corresponding system with no delay. A systematic procedure for 
the construction of approximate predictors is provided for globally Lipschitz 
systems. The resulting stabilizing feedback can be implemented by means of a 
dynamic distributed delay feedback law. Illustrating examples show the 
efficiency of the proposed control strategy.  
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1. Introduction 
 
In the present work, we consider the stabilization problem for nonlinear systems with input delays and measurement 
delays of the form: 
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where 0≥r  is a constant and mU ℜ⊆  is a closed convex set with U∈0 . More specifically, we want to address the 
feedback design problem for system (1.1) based on the knowledge of a feedback stabilizer )(xku =  for system (1.1) 
with no delay, i.e. (1.1) with 0=r , or  
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In the literature there are different ways of attacking this problem: 
 
• One way is to apply the feedback law ))(()( txktu = and obtain conditions which guarantee stability for the 
closed-loop system. Such conditions can be obtained by using Lyapunov, Razumikhin or small-gain 
arguments as in [8,11].  
• A second way is to modify the feedback law ))(()( txktu =  by applying a predictor, i.e., a mapping )(tp  
which guarantees that )()( txrtp =− . The predictor feedback ))(()( tpktu =  will guarantee that 
))(()( txkrtu =−  and thus we will obtain the stability properties of the closed-loop system (1.2) with 
)(xku = . This idea is classical in linear systems (the Smith predictor, see [9] and the references in [5]) and 
was extended recently in nonlinear systems in [5] by M. Krstic, 
• Finally, another way is to exploit certain characteristics of the system in order to obtain a modified feedback 
law )(
~
xk  such that the application of the modified feedback law ))((
~
)( txktu =  will ensure stability for the 
corresponding closed-loop system (see [2,6,7]).  
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In the present work, we apply the “predictor approach” and we obtain results which guarantee global asymptotic 
stability for the closed-loop system for arbitrary large values of the delay r . The proofs of the main results of the 
present work rely heavily on the recent vector small-gain theorem given in [3]. Our results will extend the results 
obtained in [5] in several ways: 
 
• we will show that approximate predictor schemes can be utilized under appropriate assumptions for the non-
delayed system (1.1), 
• we will propose implementation schemes for the (approximate or not) predictor-based feedback and  
• we will propose explicit approximate predictor schemes for globally Lipschitz systems of the form (1.1), 
which are not necessarily feedforward systems. 
 
Particularly, we will show that our main results (Theorem 2.2, Theorem 2.3, Corollary 3.4 and Corollary 3.6) can be 
applied to nonlinear triangular systems of the form: 
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where );(2 ℜℜ∈ ii Cf  ( ni ,...,1= ) are globally Lipschitz functions. 
 
The structure of the paper is as follows: Section 2 contains results which show that stabilization of (1.1) can be 
achieved by means of approximate predictors. Section 3 is devoted to the presentation of a systematic construction 
methodology of approximate predictors for globally Lipschitz systems. In Section 4 a simple example is provided, 
which illustrates the use of approximate predictor schemes. Finally, in Section 5 we present the concluding remarks 
of the present work. 
 
 
Notations Throughout this paper we adopt the following notations:  
∗  For a vector nx ℜ∈  we denote by x  its usual Euclidean norm, by x′  its transpose and by { }1,;sup: =ℜ∈= xxAxA n  the induced norm of a matrix nmA ×ℜ∈ .  
∗  +ℜ  denotes the set of non-negative real numbers.  
∗   For the definition of the class of functions KL , see [4]. 
∗  By )(AC j  ( );( ΩAC j ), where 0≥j  is a non-negative integer, we denote the class of functions (taking values in 
Ω ) that have continuous derivatives of order j  on A . 
∗  Let nbrax ℜ→− ),[:  with 0≥> ab  and 0≥r . By xtTr )(  we denote the “history” of x  from rt −  to t , i.e., 
]}0,[;)({:)( rtxxtTr −∈+= θθ , for ),[ bat∈ . 
∗  Let ),0[: +∞=ℜ⊆ +I  be an interval. By  );( UI∞L  ( );( UIloc∞L ) we denote the space of measurable and (locally) 
essentially bounded functions )( ⋅u  defined on I  and taking values in mU ℜ⊆ . For )];0,([ nrx ℜ−∈ ∞L  we 
define )(sup:
]0,[
θ
θ
xx
r
r −∈
= . We will also use the notation UM  for the space of measurable and locally essentially 
bounded functions Uu →ℜ+: . 
∗  A continuous mapping ( ) kn UrCf ℜ→×ℜ− ;]0,[: 0 , where mU ℜ⊆ , is said to be completely Lipschitz with 
respect to ( ) UrCux n ×ℜ−∈ ;]0,[),( 0  if for every bounded set ( ) UrCS n ×ℜ−⊂ ;]0,[0  there exists 0≥L  such that 
vuLyxLvyfuxf r −+−≤− ),(),(  for all Sux ∈),( , Svy ∈),( .  
∗  Let mU ℜ⊆  be a closed non-empty convex set.  For every mw ℜ∈ , )(Pr wU  denotes the projection of w  on U . 
 
We will always assume that the mapping nn Uf ℜ→×ℜ:  is locally Lipschitz. Consequently, for every 
U
n Mux ×ℜ∈),( 0  system (1.2) admits a unique local solution with initial condition nxx ℜ∈= 0)0(  and 
corresponding to input UMu∈ . 
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2. Stabilization by Means of Approximate Predictors  
 
We start by presenting the assumptions for system (1.2). We say that a system of the form (1.2) is forward complete if 
for every nx ℜ∈0 , UMu∈  the solution )(tx  of (1.2) with initial condition nxx ℜ∈= 0)0(  corresponding to input 
Uru →− ]0,[:  exists for all 0≥t . Using the semigroup property it is clear that (1.2) is forward complete if and only 
if there exists 0>r  such that for every nx ℜ∈0 , UMu∈  the solution )(tx  of (1.2) with initial condition 
nxx ℜ∈= 0)0(  corresponding to input Uru →− ]0,[:  exists for all ],0[ rt∈ . Our first assumption concerning 
system (1.2) is the following: 
 
(H1) System (1.2) is forward complete. 
 
Assumption (H1) is also a necessary condition for the global stabilization of system (1.1) with 0>r : indeed, the 
solution of (1.1) for ],0[ rt∈  must exist for every initial condition nxx ℜ∈= 0)0(  and arbitrary input 
Uru →− ]0,[: . Therefore it follows that (1.2) must necessarily be a forward complete system. 
 
Let );,( 0 uxtφ  denote the solution of (1.2) at time 0≥t  with initial condition nxx ℜ∈= 0)0(  corresponding to input 
UMu∈ . The reader should notice that the solution )(tx  of (1.1) with initial condition nxx ℜ∈= 0)0(  and 
corresponding to input ));,([0 UrCu +∞−∈  satisfies: 
 
);,()( 0 uxttx r−= δφ  and ));(,()( uxttx r−=+ τδτφτ  for all 0, ≥τt                                        (2.1) 
 
where ( ) Uloc MUr →+∞−∞ );,[:Lθδ  is the shift operator defined by  
 
)(:))(( θδθ += tutu , for 0≥t                                                                              (2.2) 
 
 
We will assume next that (1.2) is stabilizable.  
 
(H2) There exists );(1 UCk nℜ∈  with 0)0( =k  such that nℜ∈0  is Globally Asymptotically Stable for system (1.2) 
with )(xku = , i.e., there exists a function KL∈σ  such that for every nx ℜ∈0  the solution )(tx  of (1.2) with 
)(xku =  and initial condition nxx ℜ∈= 0)0(  satisfies the following inequality: 
 ( )txtx ,)( 0σ≤ , 0≥∀t                                                                       (2.3) 
 
 
Theorem 2.1 (see Krstic, [5]): Consider system (1.1) under hypotheses (H1), (H2). Then the feedback law 
)));(,(()( utxrktu rt−= δφ  globally asymptotically stabilizes system (1.1), i.e., there exists KL∈σ~ such that for every 
)];0,([),( 00 Urux
n −×ℜ∈ ∞L  the solution ))(),(( tutx  of (1.2) with )));(,(()( utxrktu rt−= δφ  and initial condition 
nxx ℜ∈= 0)0( , 0)0( uuTr =  satisfies the following inequality: 
 ( )tuxtutx r ,)()( 00 +≤+ σ , 0≥∀t                                                           (2.4) 
 
 
Remark on Theorem 2.1: It is clear that the implementation of the feedback law )));(,(()( utxrktu rt−= δφ  involves 
the solution of an integral equation. The integral equation )));(,(()( utxrktu rt−= δφ  may be transformed to a 
differential equation under certain regularity assumptions or can be given implicitly by the solution of a system of 
first order hyperbolic partial differential equations (see [5]). For the practical implementation of the feedback law the 
knowledge of the mapping );,( uxrx φ→  is crucial.  
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We will next address the problem of the knowledge of the mapping );,( uxrx φ→  and the implementation of the 
feedback law )));(,(()( utxrktu rt−= δφ  by means of an approximate predictor scheme. Our hypotheses concerning 
systems (1.1) and (1.2) follow. 
 
(A1) nn Uf ℜ→×ℜ:  is locally Lipschitz with respect to nx ℜ∈  and there exists a constant 0≥L  such that 
 
22),( uLxLuxfx +≤′ , Uux n ∈∀ℜ∈∀ ,  
 
Hypothesis (A1) is a growth condition which guarantees hypothesis (H1). Indeed, by utilizing the function 
2
2
1)( xxV = , hypothesis (A1) implies that the derivative of ));,(( 0 uxtV φ  satisfies  
2
00 )());,((2));,(( tuLuxtLVuxtVdt
d +≤ φφ  for every Un Mux ×ℜ∈),( 0  and for all 0≥t  for which );,( 0 uxtφ  
exists. Direct integration of the previous differential inequality implies  
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0
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ts
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A standard contradiction argument in conjunction with (2.5) guarantees that (2.5) holds for every U
n Mux ×ℜ∈),( 0  
and for all 0≥t . 
 
(A2) There exists );(1 UCk nℜ∈  being locally Lipschitz with 0)0( =k  such that system (1.2) with 
))((Pr vxku U +=  is Input-to-State Stable from the input mv ℜ∈  with linear gain function, i.e., there exist a function 
KL∈σ  and a constant 0≥γ  such that for every nx ℜ∈0 , mMv ℜ∈ , 0≥t  the solution )(tx  of (1.2) with 
))((Pr vxku U += , initial condition 0)0( xx =  corresponding to input mMv ℜ∈  satisfies the following inequality for 
all 0≥t : 
 
( ) ⎭⎬⎫⎩⎨⎧≤ ≤≤ )(sup,,max)( 00 τγσ τ vtxtx t                                                        (2.6) 
 
Moreover, there exists a constant 0≥R  such that  
 
xRxk ≤)( , nx ℜ∈∀                                                               (2.7) 
 
Hypothesis (A2) is a more demanding hypothesis than (H2). The notion of Input-to-State Stability used here is the 
notion introduced by Sontag in [10]. 
 
Finally, we proceed with our last assumption concerning systems (1.1) and (1.2). 
 
(A3) There exist constants 0, 21 ≥aa , 0≥G  and completely Lipschitz mappings UUrCp n →−×ℜ )];0,([: 0 , 
mn UrCg ℜ→−×ℜ )];0,([: 0  satisfying the following inequalities for all )];0,([),( 0 UrCux n −×ℜ∈ : 
 { }rr uaxauxpuxrk 21 ,max),());,(( ≤−−δφ                                               (2.8) 
 
ruGxGuxpuxg +≤+ ),(),(                                                             (2.9) 
 
Moreover, for every ));,([),( 0 UrCux n +∞−×ℜ∈  the solution )(tx  of (1.2) with initial condition 0)0( xx =  
corresponding to ));,([0 UrCu +∞−∈  satisfies ))(),(())(),(( utTtxgutTtxp
dt
d
rr =  for all 0≥t  for which the 
solution exists.  
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Hypothesis (A3) introduces the mapping UUrCp n →−×ℜ )];0,([: 0 , which approximates the stabilizing mapping 
));,(( uxrk r−δφ . Indeed, the reader should notice that by virtue of (2.1) and (2.8) the solution )(tx  of (1.2) with 
initial condition 0)0( xx =  corresponding to ));,([0 UrCu +∞−∈  satisfies: 
 { }rrrrt utTatxautTtxputxrk )(,)(max))(),(()));(,(( 21≤−−δφ , 0≥∀t                              (2.10) 
 { }rrr urtTartxaurtTrtxptxk )(,)(max))(),(())(( 21 −−≤−−− , rt ≥∀                            (2.11) 
 
))(),(())(),(( utTtxgutTtxp
dt
d
rr = , 0≥∀t                                                   (2.12) 
 
Because of inequalities (2.10), (2.11), we will call the mapping UUrCp n →−×ℜ )];0,([: 0  an “approximate 
predictor” for (1.2). The constants 0, 21 ≥aa  determine how well the approximate predictor approximates the exact 
predictor scheme ));,(( uxrk r−δφ . For 021 == aa , we obtain the exact predictor, i.e., it holds that 
),());,(( uxpuxrk r =−δφ . Notice that for the exact predictor scheme, identity (2.12) holds with 
))0(),;,(());,((),( uuxrfuxrkuxg rr −−∇= δφδφ . 
 
We are now ready to state our first main result. 
 
Theorem 2.2: Consider systems (1.1) and (1.2) under hypotheses (A1-3) and further assume that 
 
11 <aγ , 1)1(2 <+ Ra γ                                                                (2.13) 
 
Then for every 0>μ , there exists KL∈σ~  such that for every )];0,([),( 000 mn rCwx ℜ−×ℜ∈  the solution 
))(),(( twtx  of (1.1) with 
 
))((Pr)( twtu U=                                                                    (2.14) 
 
)))(),(()(())(),(()( utTtxptwutTtxgtw rr −−= μ&                                        (2.15) 
 
 with initial condition 0)0( xx = , 0)0( wwTr =  satisfies the estimate: 
 ( )twxtwtx r ,~)()( 00 +≤+ σ , 0≥∀t                                                      (2.16) 
 
i.e., the dynamic feedback law (2.14), (2.15) achieves global stabilization of system (1.1). Moreover, if there exist 
constants 0, >ωM  such that the following estimate holds instead of (2.6) 
 
( ) ⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧ −−−≤
≤≤
)()(expsup,)exp(max)(
0
0 ττωγω τ vtxtMtx t , 0≥∀t                              (2.6’) 
 
then for every 0>μ  there exist 0~,~ >ωM  such that for every )];0,([),( 000 mn rCwx ℜ−×ℜ∈  the solution 
))(),(( twtx  of (1.1), (2.14), (2.15) with initial condition 0)0( xx = , 0)0( wwTr =  satisfies estimate (2.16) with 
stMts )~exp(~:),(~ ωσ −= , i.e., the dynamic feedback law (2.14), (2.15) achieves global exponential stabilization of 
system (1.1). 
 
 
Remarks on Theorem 2.2: Theorem 2.2 shows that approximate predictors can be used for the stabilization of 
system (1.1) provided that the approximation is sufficiently close to the exact predictor scheme. Moreover, Theorem 
2.2 shows that the stabilizing feedback can be implemented as a dynamic feedback law; there is no need to solve 
integral equations. In general the stabilizing feedback law will involve distributed delays. To see this, notice that the 
classical Smith predictor (see [9]) for the linear system BuAxuxf +=),(  with xkxk ′=)( , mU ℜ= , where 
 6
nnA ×ℜ∈ , mnB ×ℜ∈ , mnk ×ℜ∈   are constant matrices and kBA ′+  is Hurwitz, satisfies hypotheses (A1), (A2), (A3) 
with 021 == aa  and  
 
∫ −+= r dssBusrAxAruxr
0
)())(exp()exp(:);,(φ  
 
∫ −−′+′= r dsrsBusrAkxArkuxp
0
)())(exp()exp(:),(  
 
)0()())(exp()exp(:),(
0
BukdrsBusrAAkAxArkuxg
r
′+−−′+′= ∫ θ  
 
Consequently, Theorem 2.2 guarantees that the closed-loop system with the dynamic distributed-delay feedback 
(2.14), (2.15), i.e., the system 
 
( ) ( ) )()())(exp()()()exp()(
)()()(
0
tuIBkdsrstBusrAIAktAxIAArktu
rtButAxtx
m
r
nn μμμ −′+−+−+′++′=
−+=
∫&
&
 
 
where nnnI
×ℜ∈  denotes the identity matrix, is exponentially stable for all 0>μ .  Another important case where 
Theorem 2.2 is directly applicable is the case where hypothesis (A2) holds for certain );(2 UCk nℜ∈  satisfying  
 
Rxk ≤∇ )( , nx ℜ∈∀                                                                   (2.17) 
 
and there exist constants 0, 21 >LL  such that the locally Lipschitz mapping ),( uxf  satisfies the growth condition 
 
uLxLuxf 21),( +≤ , Uux n ∈ℜ∈∀ ,                                                     (2.18) 
 
Indeed, in this case hypothesis (A1) automatically holds. We can distinguish two important cases where Theorem 2.2 
is directly applicable: 
 
• the case of the exact predictor scheme ));,((),( uxrkuxp r−= δφ , 
))0(),;,(());,((),( uuxrfuxrkuxg rr −−∇= δφδφ . Indeed, utilizing (2.17), (2.18) and (2.5) with 21 LLL += , 
it can be shown that hypothesis (A3) holds in this case with 021 == aa  and appropriate 0>G . Theorem 
2.2 implies that the dynamic feedback law  
 
))((Pr)( twtu U=                                                                    (2.19) 
 
))))();(,(()(())(),)();(,(()))();(,(()( utTtxrktwtuutTtxrfutTtxrktw rrrrrr −−− −−∇= δφμδφδφ&      (2.20) 
 
achieves global stabilization of system (1.1). 
 
• the no predictor case, i.e., the case where )(),( xkuxp =  and ))(,()(),( ruxfxkuxg −∇= . The reader should 
notice that in this case there is no prediction and the stabilizing feedback law for (1.2) is used without any 
modification. Utilizing (2.17) and (2.18) we obtain for all 0, >λε , )];0,([),( 0 UrCux n −×ℜ∈  
 
( ) rr
rs
urL
L
L
xrLuxs 1)2(exp
22
2exp);,(sup 1
1
2
1
0
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⎞⎜⎝
⎛ +≤−≤≤ εε
ε
ε
εδφ  
 
and 
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It follows that hypothesis (A3) holds. By virtue of Theorem 2.2, the dynamic feedback law 
 
))((Pr)( twtu U=                                                                    (2.21) 
 
)))(()(())(),(())(()( txktwrtutxftxktw −−−∇= μ&                                     (2.22) 
 
achieves global stabilization of system (1.1), provided that the delay 0>r  is sufficiently small. More 
specifically, the above inequalities show that global stabilization of system (1.1) is achieved provided that 
there exists 0>ε  such that  
 
( ) 1
2
2exp11)2(exp
2
1)1( 1112 <⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ ++⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ +−+++ rLrLRrLrLRR
εγεε
ε
εγ  
 
where 0≥γ  is the constant involved in hypothesis (A2).  
 
 
Proof of Theorem 2.2: Since mU ℜ⊆  is closed and convex with U∈0  the following inequalities will be used 
repeatedly in the proof: 
 
wwU ≤)(Pr  and vwvw UU −≤− )(Pr)(Pr , for all mvw ℜ∈,  
 
Exploiting hypothesis (A1) and the linear growth condition (2.9), it can be shown (using the functional 
2
0
2 )(sup),( swxwxV
sr ≤≤−
+= ) that the solution of (1.1), (2.14), (2.15) with initial condition 0)0( xx = , 0)0( wwTr =  
exists for all 0≥t  and satisfies the inequality: 
 ( )rrr wxtBwtTtx 00)exp()()( +≤+ σ , 0≥∀t                                              (2.23) 
 
for certain constants 0, >σB . Differential equation (2.15) and hypothesis (A2) imply that the following inequalities 
hold for the solution of (1.1), (2.14), (2.15) with initial condition 0)0( xx = , 0)0( wwTr = : 
 
))0(,()0()exp())(),(()( 0 uTxpwtutTtxptw rr −−≤− μ , 0≥∀t                                     (2.24) 
 
( ) ⎭⎬⎫⎩⎨⎧ −−≤ ≤≤ ))(()(sup,,max)( 00 sxkrswtxtx tsγσ , 0≥∀t                                            (2.25) 
 
Using (2.5) and (2.7) we obtain for ),0[ rt∈ : 
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( )( ) ( )
( )( ) ( )( )r
r
sr
r
r
wxrtLrR
xLrRwLrR
suxLrRw
txRwtxRrtwtxkrtw
00
00
0
00
0
)(expexp1
expexp1
)(supexp
)()()())(()(
+−−+≤
++≤
⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ ++≤
+≤+−≤−−
≤≤−
μ
                                         (2.26) 
 
Using (2.9), (2.11) and (2.24) we obtain for rt ≥ : 
 
{ }
( ) { }
( ) { }rrr
rrr
rrr
rr
wrtTartxaxwrtG
urtTartxaxwrtG
urtTartxauTxpwrt
txkurtTrtxpurtTrtxprtw
txkrtw
)(,)(max))(exp()1(
)(,)(max))(exp()1(
)(,)(max))0(,()0())(exp(
))(())(),(())(),(()(
))(()(
2100
2100
210
−−++−−+≤
−−++−−+≤
−−+−−−≤
−−−+−−−−≤
≤−−
μ
μ
μ                      (2.27) 
 
Combining (2.26) and (2.27) we conclude that there exists a constant 0>Q  such that the following inequality holds 
for all 0≥t  and 0>ε : 
 
( ) ⎭⎬⎫⎩⎨⎧ −+++−+≤−− ≤≤≤≤− )(sup)1(,)(sup)1(,)exp()1(max))(()( 0201001 rswasxaxwtQtxkrtw tstsr εεμε   (2.28) 
 
On the other hand, using (2.7) we conclude that the following inequalities hold for all 0≥t  and 0>λ : 
 
⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧ +−−+≤
+−−≤
+−−≤
+−−≤−
≤≤
−
≤≤
≤≤≤≤
)(sup)1(,))(()(sup)1(max
)(sup))(()(sup
)())(()(
))(())(()()(
0
1
0
00
sxRsxkrsw
sxRsxkrsw
txRtxkrtw
txktxkrtwrtw
tsts
tsts
λλ
                                       (2.29) 
 
Using (2.23), (2.25), (2.28) and (2.29) in conjunction with the vector small-gain theorem in [3], we conclude that 
there exists KL∈σ~  such that (2.16) holds, provided that there exist 0, >λε  satisfying the following inequalities: 
 
1)1( 1 <+ aγε , 1)1()1( 12 <++ − Ra γλε , 1)1)(1(2 <++ λεa  
 
The reader should notice that inequalities (2.13) guarantee the existence 0, >λε  such that the above inequalities 
hold. 
 
To finish the proof, consider the case where (2.6’) holds for certain constants 0, >ωM . Let },min{~0 μωω ≤<  
sufficiently small such that 
 
1)~exp()1( 1 <+ ra ωγε , 1)1)(~exp()1( 12 <++ − Rra γλωε , 1)1)(1)(~exp(2 <++ λεω ra                  (2.30) 
 
for certain 0, >λε . Again the existence of appropriate 0, >λε  and sufficiently small 0~ >ω  is guaranteed by (2.13). 
Inequality (2.6’) gives: 
 
⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧ −−≤
≤≤
))(()()~exp(sup,max)()~exp(
0
0 sxkrswsxMtxt
ts
ωγω , 0≥∀t                               (2.31) 
 
Using (2.9), (2.11) and (2.24) we obtain for rt ≥  and μω ≤~ : 
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≤−−
≤≤−
≤≤−
)())(~exp(sup)~2exp(,)())(~exp()~exp(max)exp()1(
)(sup)~exp(,)())(~exp()~exp(max)exp()1(
)()~exp(,)()~exp(max)exp()1(
)()~exp(,)()~exp(max))0(,()0())(exp()~exp(
))(())(),(()~exp())(),(()()~exp(
))(()()~exp(
0
2100
0
2100
2100
210
srtwsrtrartxrtraxwrG
srtwtartxrtraxwrG
urtTtartxtaxwrG
urtTtartxtauTxpwrtt
txkurtTrtxpturtTrtxprtwt
txkrtwt
sr
r
sr
r
rrr
rrr
rr
ωωωωμ
ωωωμ
ωωμ
ωωμω
ωω
ω
 
 
Combining (2.26) and the above inequality we conclude that there exists a constant 0~ >Q  such that the following 
inequality holds for all 0≥t : 
 ( )
⎪⎭
⎪⎬
⎫
⎪⎩
⎪⎨
⎧
−−+
+++
≤−−
≤≤
≤≤
−
)())(~exp(sup)1)(~2exp(
,)()~exp(sup)1)(~exp(,)1(~
max))(()()~exp(
0
2
0
100
1
rswrsra
sxsraxwQ
txkrtwt
ts
ts
r
ωεω
ωεωε
ω       (2.32) 
 
On the other hand, using (2.7) we conclude that the following inequalities hold for all 0≥t : 
 
⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧ −+−−−+≤
−+−−−≤
−+−−−≤
−+−−−≤−−
≤≤
−
≤≤
≤≤≤≤
)~exp()(sup)~exp()1(,)~exp())(()(sup)~exp()1(max
)~exp()(sup)~exp()~exp())(()(sup)~exp(
))(~exp()())(~exp())(()(
))(())(~exp())(()())(~exp()())(~exp(
0
1
0
00
ssxrRssxkrswr
ssxrRssxkrswr
rttxRrttxkrtw
txkrttxkrtwrtrtwrt
tsts
tsts
ωωλωωλ
ωωωω
ωω
ωωω
     (2.33) 
 
Combining (2.32) and (2.33) we obtain for all 0≥t : 
 
( )
⎪⎪
⎪
⎭
⎪⎪
⎪
⎬
⎫
⎪⎪
⎪
⎩
⎪⎪
⎪
⎨
⎧
++
−−++
+++
≤−−
≤≤
−
≤≤
≤≤
−
≤≤
)~exp()(sup)1)(1)(~exp(
,)~exp())(()(sup)1)(1)(~exp(
,)()~exp(sup)1)(~exp(,)1(~
max))(()()~exp(sup
0
1
2
0
2
0
100
1
0
ssxRra
ssxkrswra
sxsraxwQ
sxkrsws
ts
ts
ts
r
ts
ωλεω
ωλεω
ωεωε
ω       (2.34) 
 
Since 1)1)(1)(~exp(2 <++ λεω ra  (recall (2.30)), inequality (2.34) is simplified in the following way: 
 ( )
{ } ⎪⎭
⎪⎬
⎫
⎪⎩
⎪⎨
⎧
++
++
≤−−
≤≤
−
−
≤≤ )~exp()(sup)1(,max)1)(~exp(
,)1(~
max))(()()~exp(sup
0
1
21
00
1
0 ssxRaar
xwQ
sxkrsws
ts
r
ts ωλεω
ε
ω           (2.35) 
 
Inequality (2.35) in conjunction with inequality (2.31) gives for all 0≥t : 
 
( )
{ }{ } ⎪⎪⎭
⎪⎪⎬
⎫
⎪⎪⎩
⎪⎪⎨
⎧
−−++
++
++
≤−−
≤≤
−
−
−
≤≤
))(()()~exp(sup)1(,max)1)(~exp(
,)1(,max)1)(~exp(
,)1(~
max))(()()~exp(sup
0
1
21
0
1
21
00
1
0
sxkrswsRaar
xMRaar
xwQ
sxkrsws
ts
r
ts ωγλεω
λεω
ε
ω  
 
Since { } 1)1(,max)1)(~exp( 121 <++ − γλεω Raar  (recall (2.30)), we obtain: 
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( )
{ } ⎪⎭
⎪⎬
⎫
⎪⎩
⎪⎨
⎧
++
++≤−− −
−
≤≤ 0121
00
1
0 )1(,max)1)(~exp(
,)1(~
max))(()()~exp(sup
xMRaar
xwQ
sxkrsws r
ts λεω
εω                    (2.36) 
 
Inequality (2.36) in conjunction with (2.31) gives: 
 ( )
{ } ⎪⎭
⎪⎬
⎫
⎪⎩
⎪⎨
⎧
++
++≤ −
−
≤≤ 0121
00
1
0
0 )1(,max)1)(~exp(
,)1(~,
max)()~exp(sup
xMRaar
xwQxM
sxs r
ts λεωγ
εγω , 0≥∀t                               (2.37) 
 
Finally, from (2.36), (2.37) and (2.33) we get: 
 ( )00)())(~exp( xwPrtwrt r +≤−−ω , 0≥∀t                                              (2.38) 
 
for certain appropriate constant 0>P . Inequalities (2.37) and (2.38) imply that there exist 0~,~ >ωM  such that for 
every )];0,([),( 000
mn rCwx ℜ−×ℜ∈  the solution ))(),(( twtx  of (1.1), (2.14), (2.15) with initial condition 
0)0( xx = , 0)0( wwTr =  satisfies estimate (2.16) with stMts )~exp(~:),(~ ωσ −= . 
 
The proof is complete.            <  
 
 
    We finish this section by providing an additional result on approximate predictors. Since the formulae for the 
mappings UUrCp n →−×ℜ )];0,([: 0  and mn UrCg ℜ→−×ℜ )];0,([: 0  involved in hypothesis (A3) are usually 
complicated (see next section), the following result helps for the simplification of the formulae at the cost of an 
additional approximation.  
 
 
Theorem 2.3: Consider systems (1.1) and (1.2) under hypotheses (A1-2) and further assume that the following 
hypothesis holds: 
 
(A4) There exist constants 0, 21 ≥aa , 0≥G  and completely Lipschitz mappings UUrCp n →−×ℜ )];0,([: 0 , 
mn UrCg ℜ→−×ℜ )];0,([: 0  satisfying the following inequalities for all )];0,([),( 0 UrCux n −×ℜ∈ : 
 { } { }rrrr uaxauxguuxrfuxrkuxpuxrk 21 ,max),())0(),;,(());,((,),());,((max ≤−∇− −−− δφδφδφ      (2.39) 
 
ruGxGuxpuxg +≤+ ),(),(                                                             (2.40) 
 
11 <aγ , 1)1(2 <+ Ra γ                                                                (2.41) 
 
Then for every 0>μ  satisfying 
 
1111 <⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ + μγ a , 1)1(
112 <+⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ + Ra γμ                                                           (2.42) 
 
there exists KL∈σ~  such that for every )];0,([),( 000 mn rCwx ℜ−×ℜ∈  the solution ))(),(( twtx  of (1.1) with 
(2.14), (2.15) and initial condition 0)0( xx = , 0)0( wwTr =  satisfies estimate (2.16), i.e., the dynamic feedback law 
(2.14), (2.15) achieves global stabilization of system (1.1). Moreover, if there exist constants 0, >ωM  such that 
(2.6’) holds instead of (2.6), then for every 0>μ  satisfying (2.42) there exist 0~,~ >ωM  such that for every 
)];0,([),( 000
mn rCwx ℜ−×ℜ∈  the solution ))(),(( twtx  of (1.1), (2.14), (2.15) with initial condition 0)0( xx = , 
0)0( wwTr =  satisfies estimate (2.16) with stMts )~exp(~:),(~ ωσ −= , i.e., the dynamic feedback law (2.14), (2.15) 
achieves global exponential stabilization of system (1.1). 
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Proof: The proof is exactly the same with the proof of Theorem 2.2 except of the estimate for the quantity 
))(()( txkrtw −− . By virtue of inequality (2.39) and noticing that 
 
))(),)();(,(()))();(,(()))();(,(( tuutTtxrfutTtxrkutTtxrk
dt
d
rrrrrr −−− ∇= δφδφδφ  
 
we obtain 
 
{ }rrrrr utTatxautTtxgutTtxrkdtd )(,)(max))(),(()))();(,(( 21≤−−δφ  
 
Integrating (2.15) and using (2.39) and the above inequality, we obtain for all 0≥t : 
 
⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ ++−−
≤−
≤≤≤≤−
−
rr
tt
rr
rr
uTaxauTxrkwt
utTtxrktw
)(sup,)(supmax11)))0();0(,(()0()exp(
)))();(,(()(
0
2
0
1 ττμδφμ
δφ
ττ
     (2.43) 
 
Combining (2.26), (2.43), (2.5), (2.7) we conclude that there exists a constant 0>Q  such that the inequality (2.28) 
holds for all 0≥t  and 0>ε  with 21, aa  replaced by )1(),1( 1211 −− ++ μμ aa .  
 
Similar changes are needed for the case of exponential stability. Details are left to the reader.          <  
 
 
 
3. Approximate Predictors for Globally Lipschitz Nonlinear Systems 
 
 
In this section we show how we can construct approximate predictors for globally Lipschtz systems, i.e., systems for 
which there exists a constant 0≥L  satisfying  
 
yxLuyfuxf −≤− ),(),( , Uuyx n ∈∀ℜ∈∀ ,,                                                    (3.1a) 
 
uLxLuxf +≤),( , Uux n ∈∀ℜ∈∀ ,                                                           (3.1b) 
 
Particularly, we will show that the solution map for system (1.2) under (3.1a,b) can be approximated by successive 
approximations. 
 
Let )];,0([ UTu ∞∈L  be arbitrary and define the operator )];,0([)];,0([: 00, nnuT TCTCP ℜ→ℜ  by 
 
∫+= tuT duxfxtxP
0
, ))(),(()0())(( τττ , for ],0[ Tt∈                                             (3.2) 
and we denote by 43421 K
timesl
uTuT
l
uT PPP ,,, =  for every integer 1≥l . The following facts hold for the operator 
)];,0([)];,0([: 00,
nn
uT TCTCP ℜ→ℜ . 
 
Fact I 
 
)()(max)0()0())(())((max
0
,,
0
τττ yxLTyxtyPtxP TuTuTTt −+−≤− ≤≤≤≤ , )];,0([,
0 nTCyx ℜ∈∀        (3.3) 
 
The above fact is a direct consequence of (3.1a).  
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Fact II 
 
For all )];,0([0 nTCx ℜ∈  the following implication holds: 
 
If 1<LT  then )())(),(()0(max
1
)(
)));0(,())((max
0
0
,
0
txduxfx
LT
LTuxttxP
t
T
l
l
uT
Tt
−+−≤− ∫≤≤≤≤ τττφ τ             (3.4) 
 
The proof of the above fact follows closely the proof of Banach’s fixed point theorem: first we show (by induction 
and using Fact I) that  
 
)())(),(()0(max)())(())((max
0
0
11
,,
0
txduxfxLTtxPtxP
t
T
ll
uT
l
uT
Tt
−+≤− ∫≤≤−−≤≤ ττττ  
for all 1≥l  and )];,0([0 nTCx ℜ∈                                                                    (3.5) 
 
 Then we proceed by estimating the quantity )())((max ,
0
txtxP muT
Tt
−
≤≤
 by using (3.5) and the inequality 
 
[ ]
)())(),(()0(max
1
)(1
)())(),(()0(max1...)(
)())((max))(())((max)())((max
0
0
0
0
1
1
,
0
1
,,
0
,
0
txduxfx
LT
LT
txduxfxLT
txtxPtxPtxPtxtxP
t
T
m
t
T
m
uT
Tt
m
uT
m
uT
Tt
m
uT
Tt
−+−
−=
=−+++≤
−++−≤−
∫
∫
≤≤
≤≤
−
≤≤
−
≤≤≤≤
τττ
τττ
τ
τ
K
 
 
Replacing x  in the above inequality with xPl uT ,  and using (3.5), we get for all )];,0([
0 nTCx ℜ∈ : 
 
)())(),(()0(max)(
1
)(1
))(())((max
1
)(1
))(())((max
0
0
,
1
,
0
,,
0
txduxfxLT
LT
LT
txPtxP
LT
LTtxPtxP
t
T
l
m
l
uT
l
uT
Tt
m
l
uT
lm
uT
Tt
−+−
−≤
−−
−≤−
∫≤≤
+
≤≤
+
≤≤
ττττ
 
 
Finally, we notice that 0)));0(,())((maxlim ,
0
=−
≤≤∞→
uxttxP muT
Ttm
φ , by virtue of Banach’s fixed point theorem. By letting 
+∞→m  in the above inequality we obtain (3.4).  
 
We next define the operators )];,0([: 0 nnT TCG ℜ→ℜ , nnT TCC ℜ→ℜ )];,0([: 0  and nnl uTQ ℜ→ℜ:,  for 1≥l  
by 
 
00 ))(( xtxGT = , for ],0[ Tt∈  and )(TxxCT =                                                         (3.6) 
 
T
l
uTT
l
uT GPCQ ,, =                                                                              (3.7) 
 
The following fact holds for the mapping nnl uTQ ℜ→ℜ:, . 
 
Fact III 
 
For every nyx ℜ∈,  and )];,0([ UTu ∞∈L  the following implication holds: 
 
If 1<LT  then yxLTux
LT
LTuyTxQ
T
l
l
uT −+⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ +−≤− ≤≤
+
)exp()(sup
1
)());,(
0
1
, τφ τ                       (3.8) 
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Proof of Fact III: Implication (3.4) and definitions (3.6), (3.7) imply that for every nx ℜ∈  the following implication 
holds: 
 
If 1<LT  then ∫≤≤−≤−
t
T
l
l
uT duxfLT
LTuxTxQ
0
0
, ))(,(max1
)(
));,( ττφ τ                              (3.9) 
 
On the other hand inequality (3.1a) gives for all nyx ℜ∈, : 
 
∫ −+−≤− t dsuxsuysLyxuxtuyt
0
));,());,());,());,( φφφφ , ],0[ Tt∈∀                 (3.10) 
 
Application of Gronwall’s lemma (see [4]) to inequality (3.10) gives for all nyx ℜ∈, : 
 
yxLTuxTuyT −≤− )exp());,());,( φφ                                           (3.11) 
 
Implication (3.8) is a direct consequence of implication (3.9), inequality (3.11) and the inequality 
)(sup))(,(max
00
0
τττ
ττ
uLTxLTduxf
T
t
T ≤≤≤≤
+≤∫  which is a consequence of hypothesis (3.1b). 
 
The reader should notice at this point that inequality (3.8) guarantees that the mapping nnl uTQ ℜ→ℜ:,  
approximates the solution map ));,( uxTφ  if 1<LT . Moreover, the approximation error can be tuned to be “small” 
by allowing 1≥l  to take large values. Finally, the mapping nnl uTQ ℜ→ℜ:,  is easily computed. The following 
example illustrates this point. 
 
 
Example 3.1: Consider the case )()(),( ubxauxf += , where nna ℜ→ℜ:  is a globally Lipschitz vector field with 
Lipschitz constant 0≥L  and nUb ℜ→:  is a continuous mapping satisfying the linear growth condition uLub ≤)(  
for all Uu∈ . In this case inequalities (3.1a,b) hold. Applying definitions (3.2), (3.6), (3.7) we get for all nx ℜ∈  and 
)];,0([ UTu ∞∈L : 
 
∫++= TuT dubxTaxxQ
0
1
, ))(()( ττ                                                               (3.12) 
 
∫∫ ∫ +⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
+++=
TT
uT dubddssubxaxaxxQ
00 0
2
, ))(())(()( ττττ
τ
                                  (3.13) 
 
Fact III guarantees that if 1<LT  then the following inequality will hold: 
 
⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ +−≤− ≤≤ )(sup1
)());,(
0
3
2
, τφ τ uxLT
LTuxTxQ
T
uT                                              (3.14) 
 
The reader should notice that it is easy to generate mappings nnl uTQ ℜ→ℜ:,  with 2>l . This example will be 
continued.          <  
 
We next define the mapping nnuqlP ℜ→ℜ:,  for arbitrary )];,0([ Uru ∞∈L . Let 1, ≥ql  be integers and q
rT = . We 
define for all nx ℜ∈ : 
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xQQxP l uT
l
uT
u
ql q 1,,, K=                                                                (3.15) 
 
where ))1(()( Tisusui −+= , qi ,...,1=  for ],0[ Ts∈ . Notice that )];,0([ UTui ∞∈L  for qi ,...,1= . For the operator 
nnu
qlP ℜ→ℜ:,  we are in a position to prove the following proposition. Its proof is provided at the Appendix. 
 
Proposition 3.2: Let ql,  be positive integers with 1<LT , where 
q
rT = . Suppose that inequalities (3.1a,b) hold. 
Then there exists a constant 0)(: ≥= qKK , independent of l , such that for every )];,0([ Uru ∞∈L  and nx ℜ∈  the 
following inequality holds: 
 
⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ +−≤− ≤≤
+
)(sup
1
)(
));,(
0
1
, τφ τ uxLT
LTKuxrxP
r
l
u
ql                                                      (3.16) 
 
The reader should again notice that inequality (3.16) guarantees that the mapping nnuqlP ℜ→ℜ:,  approximates the 
solution map ));,( uxrφ  if qLr < . Again, the approximation error can be guaranteed to be “sufficiently small” by 
allowing 1≥l  to take large values. Finally, the mapping nnuqlP ℜ→ℜ:,  can be easily computed.  
 
Example 3.3: Consider again the case )()(),( ubxauxf += , where nna ℜ→ℜ:  is a globally Lipschitz vector field 
with Lipschitz constant 0≥L  and nUb ℜ→:  is a continuous mapping satisfying the linear growth condition 
uLub ≤)(  for all Uu∈ . Applying definitions (3.15), (3.12), (3.13) we get for all nx ℜ∈  and )];,0([ UTu ∞∈L : 
 
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
+++++= ∫∫ 2/
00
2,1 ))(()(22
))(()(
2
rr
u dubxarxardubxarxxP ττττ  
 
∫∫ ∫
∫∫ ∫
+⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
+++=
+⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
+++=
+
2/
0
2/
0 0
1
2/
2/
0
2/
2/
1112,2
))(())(()(
))(())(()(
rr
r
r
r r
r
u
dubddssubxaxaxx
dubddssubxaxaxxP
ττττ
ττττ
τ
τ
 
 
Proposition 3.2 guarantees that if 2<Lr  then there exists a constant 0≥K  such that the following inequality holds 
for all 1≥l : 
 
⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ +−≤− ≤≤
+
)(sup
1
)());,(
0
1
2, τφ τ uxLT
LTKuxrxP
r
l
u
l                                              (3.17) 
 
Although formulae for nnuqlP ℜ→ℜ:,  are complicated for large ql, , the values for xPuql ,  can be provided through a 
simple algorithm.          <  
 
Finally, let );(1 UCk nℜ∈  be a mapping with 0)0( =k  and for which there exists a constant 0≥R  such that: 
 
Rxk ≤∇ )( , nx ℜ∈∀                                                                   (3.18) 
 
and consider next the mapping UUrCp nql →−×ℜ )];0,([: 0,  defined by: 
 ( )xPkuxp uqlql r−= δ,, :),(                                                                     (3.19) 
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Notice that inequality (3.1b) guarantees that inequality (2.5) holds with L  replaced by L
2
21+ . Proposition 3.2 and 
definition (3.19) in conjunction with inequality (3.18) and inequality (2.5) (with L  replaced by L
2
21+ ) guarantee 
the existence of a constant 0)(: ≥= qKK , independent of l , such that for every )];0,([),( 0 UrCux n −×ℜ∈  and 
0>ε  the following inequality holds: 
 
⎪⎭
⎪⎬⎫⎪⎩
⎪⎨⎧ −+−+≤−
+−+− r
ll
rql uLT
LTRKx
LT
LTRKuxrkuxp
1
)()1(,
1
)()1(max)));,((),(
1
1
1
, εεδφ              (3.20) 
 
( )rlql uxLTLTKLrRuxp +⎥⎥⎦
⎤
⎢⎢⎣
⎡
−+⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ +≤
+
1
)(
2
21exp),(
1
,                                   (3.21) 
 
where ql,  are positive integers and 
q
rT =  with qLr < . Therefore, the mapping UUrCp nql →−×ℜ )];0,([: 0,  is a 
natural candidate to satisfy the requirements of hypothesis (A3) in Section 2, i.e., to be an approximate predictor. 
Indeed, Theorem 2.2 allows us to obtain the following corollary. 
 
 
Corollary 3.4: Consider systems (1.1) and (1.2) under hypothesis (A2) and further assume that inequalities (3.1a,b), 
(3.18) hold. Let UUrCp nql →−×ℜ )];0,([: 0,  be the mapping defined by (3.19) for positive integers ql,  with 
qLr < . Moreover, assume that UUrCp nql →−×ℜ )];0,([: 0,  is completely Lipschitz and there exists a completely 
Lipschitz mapping mnql UrCg ℜ→−×ℜ )];0,([: 0,  and a constant 0≥G  satisfying the following inequality for all 
)];0,([),( 0 UrCux n −×ℜ∈ : 
 
rql uGxGuxg +≤),(,                                                             (3.22) 
 
Finally, assume that for every ));,([),( 0 UrCux n +∞−×ℜ∈  the solution )(tx  of (1.2) with initial condition 
0)0( xx =  corresponding to ));,([0 UrCu +∞−∈  satisfies ))(),(())(),(( ,, utTtxgutTtxpdt
d
rqlrql =  for all 0≥t  for 
which the solution exists. 
 
If 1≥l  is sufficiently large, then for every 0>μ , there exists KL∈σ~  such that for every 
)];0,([),( 000
mn rCwx ℜ−×ℜ∈  the solution ))(),(( twtx  of (1.1) with 
 
))((Pr)( twtu U=                                                                    (3.23) 
 
)))(),(()(())(),(()( ,, utTtxptwutTtxgtw rqlrql −−= μ&                                        (3.24) 
 
with initial condition 0)0( xx = , 0)0( wwTr =  satisfies estimate (2.16), i.e., the dynamic feedback law (3.23), (3.24) 
achieves global stabilization of system (1.1). Moreover, if there exist constants 0, >ωM  such that estimate (2.6’) 
holds instead of (2.6) and 1≥l  is sufficiently large then for every 0>μ  there exist 0~,~ >ωM  such that for every 
)];0,([),( 000
mn rCwx ℜ−×ℜ∈  the solution ))(),(( twtx  of (1.1), (3.23), (3.24) with initial condition 0)0( xx = , 
0)0( wwTr =  satisfies estimate (2.16) with stMts )~exp(~:),(~ ωσ −= , i.e., the dynamic feedback law (3.23), (3.24) 
achieves global exponential stabilization of system (1.1). 
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Remark 3.5: It should be emphasized that the hypotheses of Corollary 3.4 usually hold if );(2 UCk nℜ∈  and 
);(2 nn UCf ℜ×ℜ∈  with Kux
u
f
ux
x
f ≤∂
∂+∂
∂
),(),( . 
 
Proof of Corollary 3.4: By virtue of the assumptions and inequalities (3.20), (3.21) all hypotheses (A1-3) hold. 
Particularly, hypothesis (A2) holds with 
LT
LTRKa
l
−+=
+
1
)(
)1(
1
1 ε , LT
LTRKa
l
−+=
+−
1
)(
)1(
1
1
2 ε  and q
rT =  for every 
0>ε . It follows that (2.13) holds provided that  
 
( ) 1
1
)(
1
1
<−++
+
LT
LTRKR
l
γγ                                                               (3.25) 
 
Since 1<LT , the above inequality is satisfied for sufficiently large 1≥l . The conclusion is a consequence of 
Theorem 2.2.           <  
 
When the computation of the mapping mnql UrCg ℜ→−×ℜ )];0,([: 0,  is difficult (due to high complexity of the 
formulae), one can use the following corollary (which is based on Theorem 2.3). 
 
 
Corollary 3.6: Consider systems (1.1) and (1.2) with mU ℜ=  and assume that hypothesis (A2) with a linear 
feedback xku ′= , where mnk ×ℜ∈ . Further assume that inequalities (3.1a,b), hold. Define xPux uqlql r−=Φ δ,, :),( , for 
positive integers ql,  with qLr <  and assume that nnql UrC ℜ→−×ℜΦ )];0,([: 0,  is completely Lipschitz. 
 
Let 0>μ  be given. If 1≥l  is sufficiently large, then there exists KL∈σ~  such that for every 
)];0,([),( 000
mn rCux ℜ−×ℜ∈  the solution ))(),(( twtx  of (1.1) with 
 ( ) )))(),(()(()(),)(),(()( ,, utTtxktutuutTtxfktu rqlrql Φ′−−Φ′= μ&                             (3.26) 
 
with initial condition 0)0( xx = , 0)0( uuTr =  satisfies estimate (2.16), i.e., the dynamic feedback law (3.26) achieves 
global stabilization of system (1.1). Moreover, if there exist constants 0, >ωM  such that estimate (2.6’) holds 
instead of (2.6) and 1≥l  is sufficiently large then there exist 0~,~ >ωM  such that for every 
)];0,([),( 000
mn rCux ℜ−×ℜ∈  the solution ))(),(( twtx  of (1.1), (3.26) with initial condition 0)0( xx = , 
0)0( uuTr =  satisfies estimate (2.16) with stMts )~exp(~:),(~ ωσ −= , i.e., the dynamic feedback law (3.26) achieves 
global exponential stabilization of system (1.1). 
 
 
Proof: By virtue of the assumptions and inequality (3.16) all hypotheses (A1), (A2) and (A4) hold with ( ))0(),,(:),( , uuxfkuxg qlΦ′=  for sufficiently large 1≥l . Particularly, hypothesis (A4) holds with 
{ }
LT
LTLKRa
l
−+=
+
1
)(
,1max)1(
1
1 ε , { } LT
LTLRKa
l
−+=
+−
1
)(
,1max)1(
1
1
2 ε  and q
rT =  for every 0>ε , where kR =: . 
It follows that (2.42) holds provided that  
 
( ) { } 1
1
)(11,1max1
1
<−⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ +++
+
LT
LTLRKR
l
μγγ                                             (3.27) 
 
Since 1<LT , the above inequality is satisfied for sufficiently large 1≥l . The conclusion is a consequence of 
Theorem 2.3.           <  
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4. Illustrating Example 
 
The following example illustrates the use of Corollary 3.4 and Corollary 3.6 for the scalar system  
 
ℜ∈ℜ∈
−+=
utx
rtutxftx
,)(
)())(()(&
                                                                      (4.1) 
 
where );(2 ℜℜ∈Cf  is a globally Lipschitz function with 1)( ≤′ xf  for all ℜ∈x . The feedback law 
 
xxk )1(:)( κ+−=                                                                               (4.2) 
 
where 0>κ  is a constant, satisfies hypothesis (A2) with κ
εγ += 1 , ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛−+= − tsts
2
exp)1(:),( 1 κεσ  and κ+=1R , 
where 0>ε  is arbitrary. This may be shown directly by using the time derivative of the function 2
2
1)( xxV =  and 
the growth condition xxf ≤)(  for all ℜ∈x . Hypothesis (A2) can be used for the small-gain analysis presented in 
[11]. More specifically, inequality (2.6’) holds with εκ
εγ −
+=
1
1 , 11: −+= εM  and 
2
: κεω = , where )1,0(∈ε  is 
arbitrary. 
 
Utilizing the small-gain arguments in [11], it may be shown that the closed-loop system (4.1) with ))(()( txktu =  will 
be globally asymptotically stable provided that  
 
)2)(1( κκ
κ
++<r                                                                       (4.3) 
 
We next assume that 1<r . Notice that inequalities (3.1a,b) hold with 1=L . Corollary 3.4 guarantees that the family 
of approximate predictors ℜ→ℜ−×ℜ )];0,([: 01, rCp nl  (parameterized by the integer 1≥l ) will result to 
stabilizing feedback laws provided that (3.25) holds, i.e., provided that 
 
( ) )1(12 12 rr l −<+ + κκ                                                                          (4.4) 
 
Indeed, the proof of Proposition 3.2 shows that the constant )(qK  involved in (3.16) and (3.20) satisfies 1=K  for 
1=q . Notice that the hypotheses of Corollary 3.4 are satisfied  
 
• for 1=l  with 
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
−+++−= ∫r druxrfxuxp
0
1,1 )()()1(),( ττκ  and ( ))0()()()()()()1(),(1,1 uruxfrxfxfrxfuxg +−′+′++−= κ  
 
• for 2=l  with 
 
⎟⎟
⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜
⎝
⎛
−+⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
−++++−= ∫∫ ∫ rr druddsrsuxfxfxuxp
00 0
1,2 )()()()1(),( ττττκ
τ
 and 
  
( ) ⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜
⎝
⎛
−+−′+′+⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
−++′+++−= ∫ ∫r druruxfxfxfxfdsrsuxfxfuxfuxg
0 0
1,2 )()()()()()()()()0()()1(),( τττττκ
τ
 
 
If 3=κ , then system (4.1) will be stabilized by the “no prediction” feedback ))(()( txktu =  for 
20
3<r . On the other 
hand, inequality (4.4) shows that for every 0>μ  the dynamic feedback (3.23), (3.24) with 1== ql  will achieve 
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global exponential stabilization for 2628.0
64
3393 ≈−<r , i.e., higher values for the delay than 
20
3  are allowed. 
Moreover, inequality (4.4) shows that for every 0>μ  the dynamic feedback (3.23), (3.24) with 1=q  will achieve 
global exponential stabilization for )(max lrr < , where 1)(max →lr  as +∞→l . For example, for 2=l  global 
exponential stabilization is achieved for 386.0<r . 
 
Other values for q  have to be used for the case 1≥r . However, the formulae become very complicated for high 
values for the integers ql, . For 1=l , 2=q  we obtain the formulae: 
 
⎟⎟
⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜
⎝
⎛
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
−+++−+++−= ∫∫ 2/
00
2,1 )()(22
)()(
2
)1(),(
rr
druxfrxfrdruxfrxuxp ττττκ  
 
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ −′+′+⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛−+⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
−++′+−
⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ +−′+′++−=
∫ )()(2)()(22)()()(22)1(
)0()()(
2
)()(
2
)()1(),(
2/
0
2,1
ruxfrxfxfrruxfdruxfrxfr
uruxfrxfxfrxfuxg
r
ττκ
κ
 
 
Exact computation of the constant )(qK  involved in (3.16) and (3.20) in conjunction with (3.25) shows that for every 
0>μ  the dynamic feedback (3.23), (3.24) with 2=q  will achieve global exponential stabilization provided that  
 
( ) )2(2
22
1
2
exp
4
12exp112
1
12 r
r
rrrr l
l
l
l −<⎥⎥⎦
⎤
⎢⎢⎣
⎡
−+⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛+⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ +++
++ κκ                                     (4.5) 
 
For the case 3=κ , 1=l , the above inequality holds if 3058.0<r . Again, inequality (4.5) shows that for every 
0>μ  the dynamic feedback (3.23), (3.24) with 2=q  will achieve global exponential stabilization for )(max lrr < , 
where 2)(max →lr  as +∞→l . 
 
Corollary 3.6 can be used as well. For the case 2=l , 2=q  we have: 
 
∫∫ ∫
∫∫ ∫
−+⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
−+++=
−+⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
−+++=Φ
+
2/
0
2/
0 0
1
2/
2/
0
2/
2/
1112,2
)()()(
)()()(),(
rr
r
r
r r
r
druddsrsuxfxfxx
druddsrsuxfxfxux
ττττ
ττττ
τ
τ
 
  
By virtue of Corollary 3.6 and inequality (3.27) the dynamic feedback 
 ( )( ) )))(),(()1()(()())(),(()1()( 2,22,2 utTtxtutuutTtxftu rr Φ++−+Φ+−= κμκ&  
 
will achieve exponential stabilization provided that 2<r  and 
 
( )rr
r
rrr −+<⎥⎥⎦
⎤
⎢⎢⎣
⎡
−+⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛+⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ +++ 2
1
2
24
1
2
exp
4
12exp1)1( 3
3
2 κμ
μκ                                   (4.6) 
 
For the case 3=κ , 100=μ  the above inequality holds if 5284.0<r . Therefore, the use of simple predictor 
formulae, allowed a 252% increase in the value of the maximum allowable delay compared to the use of the “no 
prediction” feedback ))(()( txktu = . 
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The results can be applied in a similar way, to triangular systems of the form (1.3), where );(2 ℜℜ∈ ii Cf  
( ni ,...,1= ) are globally Lipschitz functions with Lxf i ≤∇ )(  for all ix ℜ∈  ( ni ,...,1= ). For such systems there 
exists a linear feedback for which hypothesis (A2) and inequality (2.6’) hold (see [12]).  
 
 
5. Concluding Remarks 
 
In this work, sufficient conditions for global stabilization of nonlinear systems with delayed input by means of 
“approximate predictors” are presented. The approximate predictor is a notion introduced in the present work and 
roughly speaking is a mapping which approximates the exact values of the stabilizing input for the corresponding 
system with no delay. A systematic procedure for the construction of families of approximate predictors is provided 
for globally Lipschitz systems: the construction is based on successive approximations on appropriate time intervals. 
The resulting stabilizing feedback for the system with delayed input can be implemented by means of a dynamic 
distributed delay feedback law. An illustrating example showed the efficiency of the proposed control strategy for 
various predictor schemes.  
 
    Future research will address the important open problem of applying numerical methods for the construction of 
approximate predictors. Indeed, the recent work presented in [1] can be an alternative way for constructing 
approximate predictors for nonlinear systems which are not necessarily globally Lipschitz.  
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Appendix 
 
Proof of Proposition 3.2:  For notational convenience we set 
LT
LTa
l
−=
+
1
)(:
1
. Define the sequence: 
 
));,(:
1,, uxiTxQQg
timesi
k
uT
k
uTi i φ−= 4434421 K                                                              (A1) 
 
By virtue of inequality (3.8) and definition (3.15) this sequence satisfies: 
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 ( )uxag +≤1  and ));,(, uxrxPg uqlm φ−=                                                (A2) 
 
where )(sup:
0
τ
τ
uu
r≤≤
= . (A2) shows that inequality (3.16) holds with 1=K  for the case 1=q . 
 
Next assume that 2≥q . Inequality (3.8) implies the following recursive relation for 1,...,1 −= qi : 
 
( ) ( )uuxiTagLTa
gLTuxQQauuxiTTxQQQ
uxTixQQQg
i
i
timesi
l
uT
l
uTi
timesi
l
uT
l
uT
l
uT
timesi
l
uT
l
uT
l
uTi
ii
ii
+++≤
+
⎟⎟
⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜
⎝
⎛
+≤−=
=+−=
+
+
+
+
+
+
));,()exp(
)exp()));;,(,(
));,)1((:
,,1
1
,,,
1
,,,1
11
11
φ
φφ
φ
443421 K444 3444 21 K
444 3444 21 K
              (A3) 
 
Inequality (3.1b) guarantees that inequality (2.5) holds with L  replaced by L
2
21+ . Consequently, we obtain from 
(A3) for 1,...,1 −= qi : 
 ( ) ( )( )( )uxipLTagLTag ii ++++≤+ 1exp)exp(1                                               (A4) 
 
where 
2
21: +=p . Using (A4) and (A2) we can obtain the following estimate for 2≥m : 
 
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )uxa
LTa
LTapLrLTauxrxP
q
qu
ql +⎥⎥⎦
⎤
⎢⎢⎣
⎡
−+
−++++≤−
−−
1)exp(
1)exp(
1exp)exp());,(
1
1
, φ                   (A5) 
 
Since 
LT
LT
LT
LTa
l
−≤−=
+
1
)(
1
)( 21 , we obtain from (A5): 
 
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )uxa
LTb
LTbpLrLTbuxrxP
q
qu
ql +⎥⎥⎦
⎤
⎢⎢⎣
⎡
−+
−++++≤−
−−
1)exp(
1)exp(
1exp)exp());,(
1
1
, φ                   (A6) 
 
where 
LT
LTb −= 1
)(:
2
. It follows that inequality (3.16) holds with 
( ) ( )( ) ( )
1)exp(
1)exp(1exp)exp(:
1
1
−+
−++++=
−−
LTb
LTbpLrLTbK
q
q  for the case 2≥q . The proof is complete.     <  
 
